
1 |  INTRODUCTION

Natural and man- made disasters are catastrophic events, lead-
ing to loss of life, damage to property, and huge social impacts 
[1,2]. To set common standards and facilitate international 
communications regarding disasters, the relevant authorities 
rank and group them on multiple levels in terms of overall im-
pact, which are always important tasks in social management.

Pre- specified criteria imposing uniformity in all cases are 
formulated subjectively on only two rules, direct economic 
losses and loss of life, in most accidents and natural disasters. 
These two rules play leading roles in assessing the overall im-
pact, but they fail to make the best of available information, 

and many other factors in the accident should also be jointly 
considered in complex natural and social environments [3]. 
Subjectively assigned factors when assessing events are in-
complete and conform to the opinions of people in some 
 nations or in those periods to some degree [4].

Man- made disasters are more uncontrollable with uncer-
tain human factors such as ethics, policies, economies, and 
even laws. Terrorism, which is violent conflict with specific 
purposes carried out in various ways, is endowed with strong 
intuitions, which make it difficult to assess the overall impact 
and rank the severity [5]. The extent of terrorist attacks is 
roughly ranked only by the rule of direct economic losses 
into four levels: catastrophic, major, minor, and unknown [6].
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Catastrophic events cause casualties, damage property, and lead to huge social 
impacts. To build common standards and facilitate international communications 
regarding disasters, the relevant authorities in social management rank them in sub-
jectively imposed terms such as direct economic losses and loss of life. Terrorist 
attacks involving uncertain human factors, which are roughly graded based on the 
rule of property damage, are even more difficult to interpret and assess. In this paper, 
we collected 114 183 open- source records of terrorist attacks and used a machine 
learning method to grade them synthetically in an automatic and objective way. No 
subjective claims or personal preferences were involved in the grading, and each 
derived common factor contains the comprehensive and rich information of many 
variables. Our work presents a new automatic ranking approach and is suitable for a 
broad range of gradation problems. Furthermore, we can use this model to grade all 
such attacks globally and visualize them to provide new insights.
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Machine learning requires a set of data that can analyze 
the information and provide confident solutions. In this re-
search, the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) is used for the 
dataset. The GTD currently records massive open- source 
data on terrorist attacks across the world, and the baseline 
information of each terrorist attack is arranged into 135 items 
such as the tempo- spatial information, fatalities, terrorist tar-
gets, tactics, and weapons employed by the terrorists [7– 9]. 
All 135 items contribute to a comprehensive and detailed de-
scription of an attack from all facets [10]. The continuous ac-
cumulation and large number of terrorist attack events make 
it possible to predict the behaviors and even the purpose of 
terrorists [11,12]. Terrorism research is moving toward inter-
nationalizing quantitative criminology [13].

Lee focused on artificial intelligence techniques to vi-
sualize and predict possible terrorist attacks using classifi-
cation models, decision trees, and random forests [14]. Qiu 
used six machine learning models to predict global terrorist 
attacks. The results show that the random forest model, K- 
nearest neighbors model, and decision tree model, which had 
the highest R- squared value, perform well [15]. Verma pre-
sented three predictive models: attack type, attack region, and 
weapon type predictive models, which classify attack type, 

attack region, and weapon type based on millions of attacks 
using various supervised machine learning algorithms [16].

In this paper, we collected 110  000 records of terrorist 
attacks and performed a series of preprocessing steps, includ-
ing data cleansing and integrity steps. To avoid the influence 
of noise on the experimental results, the data dimensional-
ity was reduced. Subsequently, we used machine learning 
approaches to select seven variables to describe the overall 
impact and reduced the number of dimensions into three in-
dependent basic structures with principal component analysis 
and factor analysis [17– 20]. In this space, the Euler distance 
is used to grade attacks in an automatic and objective way.

2 |  PREPROCESSING AND 
VARIABLE SELECTION

We consider all attack events, that is, 114 183 records with 
135 items each, globally within the time period from 1998 to 
2017 in the GTD. The dataset combines and records data from 
a variety of collection institutions, leading to considerable 
data noise and missing values. We apply the data cleansing 
and information retrieval methods described below to extract 

F I G U R E  1  (A) Flow chart of data processing. (B) Visualization of the proportion of occupied values for all 135 items in the GTD. (C) Scree 
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structured data from raw data that are not readily available 
(the flow chart is shown in Figure  1A). We first screened 
for quality and tightened the scope to 95 710 incidents with 
the DoubtTerrorismProper restriction doubtterr = 0, which 
means there is essentially no doubt that the incident is an act 
of terrorism. Subsequently, we removed items that are less 
than 10% occupied, as shown in Figure 1B, since they are 
mostly less informative. For those remaining items, missing 
values are also very common. We then used statistical attrib-
utes (such as mean and median) to fill in the missing values 
for “NaN” and blanks, since terrorist attacks are a series of 
unethical events with related and similar characteristics, and 
the data may obey a certain distribution in the broad sense. To 
avoid the impact of special extreme event error processing, 
we use the correlation and class mean interpolation method 
to eliminate singularities. Finally, to consider measurement 
metrics and the dimensions of different variables, we normal-
ized each variable with a standard deviation equal to 1 and a 
mean value equal to 0 to ensure comparability among them.

Considering the consistency of the range of dataset 
changes and effective metrics, to make the variables more 
representative and distinguishable, we investigated the fre-
quency statistics of variables with high occupation pro-
portions and visualize their underlying distribution in the 
supplementary materials. We pursued maximum identifi-
cation and picked the following seven primary variables to 
describe an attack in a comprehensive and diverse manner, 
as also shown in Table 1 (the right column indicates the cate-
gories of the GTD sets [10]):

• “Multiple” indicates that a particular attack was part of 
multiple incidents and implies that organized crimes com-
mitted in mature operations bring huge potential dangers.

• “Success” shows the incident was successful and caused 
the damage the criminals expected.

• “Nperps” stores the total number of terrorists participating 
in the incident.

• “Nhostkid” counts the number of hostages or kidnapping 
victims.

• “Nkill” records the number of total confirmed fatalities for 
the incident.

• “Nwound” counts confirmed non- fatal injuries in the at-
tack. These four variables reflect the severity objectively 
from different aspects.

• “Propextent” describes the extent of the property damage.

Correlation coefficients between these seven variables 
are derived in Table 2 and they are closely interrelated, be-
cause they pass the KMO and Bartlett's tests, which indicate 
that factor analysis is suitable for reducing dimensions and 

T A B L E  1  Primary variables describing an attack

Variable Categories

Multiple Incident information

Success Attack information

Nperps Perpetrator information

Nhostkid Casualties and consequences

Nkill Casualties and consequences

Nwound Casualties and consequences

Propextent Casualties and consequences

T A B L E  2  Correlation coefficients among the seven variables

Nperps Nkill Nwound Nhostkid Multiple Success Proextent

Correlation coefficients

Nperps 1 0.046 0.058 −0.016 0.014 0.026 0.328

Nkill 0.046 1 0.687 0.642 0.141 0.025 0.244

Nwound 0.058 0.687 1 0.521 0.11 0.025 −0.004

Nhostkid −0.016 0.642 0.521 1 0.13 0.025 0.015

Multiple 0.014 0.141 0.11 0.13 1 0.035 0.088

Success 0.026 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.035 1 0.02

Propextent 0.328 0.244 −0.004 0.015 0.088 0.02 1

Significance

Nperps 0.255 0.204 0.41 0.419 0.354 0

Nkill 0.255 0 0 0.022 0.362 0

Nwound 0.204 0 0 0.058 0.361 0.475

Nhostkid 0.41 0 0 0.031 0.363 0.416

Multiple 0.419 0.022 0.058 0.031 0.308 0.103

Success 0.354 0.362 0.361 0.363 0.308 0.388

Propextent 0 0 0.475 0.416 0.103 0.388
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extracting the principal components. We adopted the prin-
cipal component method. Extracting three common factors 
has an optimal margin of the total variance information of 
the original variables, and the initial solutions are shown in 
Figure 1C. Our model is suitable for predicting each of the 
seven observable variables from the values of three unob-
servable common factors.

3 |  MODELING

For a deeper understanding and a simplified expression of 
factors, we rotate the orthogonal basis to align with the ac-
tual coordinate system. Assuming that γ1, γ2,…, γp are p (p 
equals 7 in this paper), the eigenvalues for the correlation co-
efficient matrix, η1, η2,…, ηp are the corresponding standard 
orthogonal eigenvectors. The load matrix A of the principal 
component factor analysis of the sample correlation coeffi-
cient matrix R is 

The variances of specific factors δ2
i
 are estimated using 

the expression R − AA
T as follows:

Here, we adopted the Kaiser varimax rotation method and 
obtained convergence after four iterations [21]. Load matrix 

A of the analytic solutions is shown in Table 3 and listed as 
the following system of equations.

According to (9) and Table 3, Nkill (0.894) and Nwound 
(0.846) have the greatest load values at f1, indicating that f1 is 
mainly related to fatal and non- fatal injuries in the attack and 
can be referred to as the factor of fatalities; f2 shows a strong 
relevance with Nperps and Propextent, whose load values are 
0.796 and 0.824, respectively. Thus, it can be referred to as 
the factor of property damage and scale of the attack. In ad-
dition, Multiple (0.473) and Success (0.897) have the greatest 
load values at f3, reflecting that f3 carries the social influence 
information of a terrorist attack. For example, if an attack is 
one of a series of successful incidents, it will cause social 
panic and other hazards.

In addition, we can see that the three common factors 
are mutually independent in Table 4 when orthogonal ro-
tation is adopted. That is, we extracted three basic struc-
tures from the seven observable variables representing 
terrorist attacks (the factor of fatalities f1, factor of prop-
erty damage and attack scale f2, and factor of social in-
fluences f3). In this framework, we can explicitly address 
and discuss the issue of the classification and gradation 
of terrorist attacks.

We estimate the factor scores for each observation ( f1, f2, 
and f3) using the retrogressive method, and we can obtain the 
following factor score coefficient solution:

(1)A=
�√

�1η1,
√

γ2η2,…,
√

γmηm

�

.

(2)δ2
i
= 1 −

m
∑

j= 1

a2
ij
.

(3)Nperps = −0.020f1 + 0.796f2 + 0.009f3.

(4)Nkill = 0.894f1 + 0.168f2 + 0.077f3.

(5)Nwound = 0.846f1 − 0.007f2 + 0.052f3.

(6)Nhostkid = 0.829f1 − 0.061f2 + 0.077f3.

(7)Multiple = 0.179f1 + 0.091f2 + 0.473f3.

(8)Success = −0.079f1 − 0.042f2 + 0.897f3.

(9)Propextent = −0.073f1 + 0.824f2 + 0.070f3.

(10)

f1= − 0.048 Nperps + 0.393 Nkill + 0.382 Nwound

+ 0.375 Nhostkid + 0.038 Multiple

− 0.107 Success − 0.012 Propextent,

f2= + 0.595 Nperps + 0.079 Nkill − 0.048 Nwound

− 0.089 Nhostkid + 0.037 Nultiple

− 0.070 Success + 0.609 Propextent,

f3= − 0.027 Nperps − 0.006 Nkill − 0.018 Nwound

+ 0.010 Nhostkid + 0.441 Multiple

+ 0.882 Success + 0.024 Propextent.

T A B L E  3  Factor load matrix after varimax rotation

Descriptive variable f
1

f
2

f
3

Nperps −0.020 −0.796 0.009

Nkill 0.894 0.168 0.077

Nwound 0.846 −0.007 0.052

Nhostkid 0.829 −0.061 0.077

Multiple 0.179 0.091 0.473

Success −0.179 −0.042 0.897

Propextent 0.073 0.824 0.070

T A B L E  4  Matrix of correlation coefficients among the three 
common factors

Common factor f
1

f
2

f
3

f
1

1.000 0.000 0.000

f
2

0.000 1.000 0.000

f
3

0.000 0.000 1.000
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To make the weights of the factors equivalent and remove 
dimensions, let

In this manner, the factors are normalized to unity in the 
interval [0.1]. Remarkably, they describe fatalities, property 

damage, and attack scale and social influences from three 
independent aspects, which are all positively related to the 
severity of a terrorist attack. Here, we construct a three- 
dimensional factor space with each axis representing one 
factor, and a terrorist attack can be regarded as a point in the 
space. The point at the origin indicates no fatalities, dam-
age, or social influence and no hazard, whereas points fur-
ther from the origin indicate more severity. To quantify and 
grade the overall impacts of terrorist attacks, we calculate the 
Euclidean distance R from the origin in the factor space as 
follows:

We divide terrorist attacks into five levels according to the 
overall impacts, as shown in Figure 2. The horizontal axis is 
the distance from the origin, and the vertical axis shows the 
number of attacks. This gradation method, which integrates 
a large amount of data cleansing and factor analysis in the 
early stage, picks the primary factors automatically and cre-
ate a Euclidean distance to measure the overall impacts ob-
jectively, where no subjective claims or personal preferences 
are involved in the attack grading. In addition, each factor 
contains comprehensive and rich information using many 
variables, and thus, it can be used as a criterion for grading 
terrorist attacks.

4 |  EVALUATION AND 
VISUALIZATION

We ranked the top 10 worst terrorist attacks in the past two 
decades to evaluate our classification method in Table 5. 

(11)f1 =
f1 − minf1

maxf1 − minf1
,

(12)f2 =
f2 − minf2

maxf2 − minf2
,

(13)f3 =
f3 − minf3

maxf3 − minf3
.

(14)R=

√

f2
1
+ f2

2
+ f2

3
.

F I G U R E  2  Ranking and frequency distribution of the events 
according to the calculated Euler distance

4

3

2

1

2 × 1 3 × 1 4 × 1 6 × 1 2

T A B L E  5  Ten worst terrorist attacks over two decades

Rank Event ID Score Nperps Nkill Nwound Nhostkid Propextent

1a 200109110004 99.451 5.0 1384.0 8190.0 88.0 1

2b 201408090071 83.772 NaN 953.0 NaN 5350.0 NaN

3 201406150063 65.672 NaN 1570.0 NaN 1686.0 NaN

4c 199808070002 49.166 NaN 224.0 4000.0 NaN 2

5d 201406100042 41.308 NaN 670.0 0.0 NaN 3

6e 199811010001 41.074 700 80.0 NaN 45.0 2

7f 201710140002 40.831 1.0 588.0 316.0 NaN NaN

8g 200708160008 39.282 2.0 250.0 750.0 NaN 2

9 201608050023 37.377 NaN 97.0 NaN 3000.0 NaN

10h 200403110003 36.297 NaN 73.0 450.0 NaN 2

Note: The marked attacks were part of Multiple incidents: a200109110004 200109110006 200109110007; b201408030057 201408030059 201408090071; 
c199808070002 199808070003; d201406100041 201406100042 201406100043 201406100044 201406100045 201406100049; e199811010001 199811020001; 
f201710140002 201710140003; g200708150005 200708160008; h200403110001 200403110003 200403110004 200403110005 200403110006 200403110007.
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The September 11 attacks in 2001, which consist of multi-
ple incidents caused by four coordinated terrorist attacks, 
score 99.451 and are ranked first beyond doubt. The Sinjar 

massacre by ISIS in early August 2014 (score: 83.772) is 
ranked second. Remarkably, the extent of property damage 
is unknown in the Sinjar massacre, and it cannot be ranked 
by a traditional ranking system judged by the rule of property 
damage alone, which leads to inaccurate and biased ranking. 
On the one hand, our grading method overcomes the obsta-
cles that occur when many variables in an actual incident 
are missing or NaN; on the other hand, we can provide a 
comprehensive and objective evaluation of an incident from 
Multiple aspects.

Subsequently, we used this model to grade all 114 183 
attacks across the world recorded between 1998 and 2017 
in the GTD, as shown in Figure 3A. To improve the vi-
sualization and avoid visual confusion, we chose three 
high- contrast colors, red, green, and blue, to mark the 
first and second levels (12 events), the third and fourth 
levels (18 550 events), and the fifth level (95 612 events) 
in Figure  3B, respectively. In addition, we counted the 
number of attacks that took place in each of 12 regions 
logarithmically, as shown in Figure  3C. By mapping 
complex and abstract data in the GTD onto a world map, 
we can learn that North America, the Middle East, and 
Africa are relatively prone to more severe attacks accord-
ing to the grading results. We can also find a strong con-
trast in that only about 100 attacks took place in Central 
America, East Asia, Central Asia, and Oceania/Australia, 
whereas thousands of attacks occurred in South America, 

F I G U R E  3  Overall impact ranking distribution of terrorist attacks 
in different regions
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F I G U R E  4  (A )Visualization of the trend of terrorist attacks since 1998 and the spatial distributions of attack events in (B) 1998, (C) 2014, 
and (D) 2017
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Southeast Asia, South Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and 
Africa.

The trend of terrorist attacks since 1998 is visualized 
in Figure 4A, and Figure 4B shows the spatial distribution 
of all 934 attacks in 1998. It can be seen that few terrorist 
attacks occurred and most of them were local clusters, but 
Figure 4C shows that 16 903 attacks were carried out in the 
year 2014 and reached a peak. It is clear that the Middle East, 
South Asia, Southeast Asia, Europe, and Africa have been 
covered by a wide range of attacks, where one succeeded 
every 30  minutes on average. Terrorist attacks have grad-
ually decreased to 10 900 in 2017, as shown in Figure 4D. 
Although the overall number of attacks has been controlled, 
it can be seen from the figure that the spreading trend still 
exists.

5 |  CONCLUSION

In this paper, we collected 114 183 records of terrorist at-
tacks. After a series of preprocessing steps, we chose seven 
variables to describe the overall impact and reduced the 
number of dimensions into three independent compact basic 
structures. Mapping events in this space, we computed the 
Euler distance to grade attacks in an automatic and objective 
manner. No subjective claims or personal preferences are in-
volved in the gradation, and each common factor contains 
comprehensive and rich information on many variables. We 
also use this machine learning model to grade all such at-
tacks across the world and visualize them to provide new 
insights.

Our work offers an elegant and transferable way of 
dealing with the analysis of massive data and ranking au-
tomatically. It is suitable for a broad range of gradation 
problems ranging from traffic accidents, meteorological 
and earthquake disasters to social behavior, and even urban 
planning. The limitation of this method is that its scalabil-
ity is not as good as that of the hybrid artificial intelligence 
algorithm.
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